Schwing Stetter India, one of the country’s leading concrete equipment manufacturer today unveiled 22 new products at the EXCON 2019 in Bengaluru. With this new product line up, Schwing Stetter India aims to position itself as one of the most prominent infrastructure equipment partner in the country and an active participant across all Government projects to be announced.

Schwing Stetter India will be showcasing Internet of Things (IoT) solutions of Schwing IoT In., Schwing IoT Ready, Schwing IoT abled, Schwing dashboard for batching plants, Schwing Stetter India gateway device, high weigh system, Schwing smarttrack and Stetter concrete transit mixer with mobile app. These solutions are in line with the theme of Excon 2019 being Intelligent, Interconnected, Innovation, Infrastructure and Internet.

During the four-day event (December 10th-14th), a range of new products will be launched at the indoor stall in hall 4, A120, outdoor stall OD21 and OD 37 in 3356 square meters’ space, which are as follows.

1. Schwing concrete line pump SPL1420.
5. Stetter self-propelled concrete mixer SPM4000.
7. Schwing light mast.
8. Gomaco concrete paver GP2600 with IDBI.
10. Rubble master crusher RM 70GO 2.0.
11. XCMG crawler crane XGC55T.
12. XCMG excavator XE230C.
13. XCMG excavator XE380C.
14. XCMG motor grader Gr1003.
15. XCMG truck crane XCT60.
16. XCMG truck crane XCT60.
17. XCMG truck crane XCT80.

Schwing Stetter India displayed these new products at EXCON 2019 along with existing product innovations of SSI, XCMG, GOMACO, USA and Rubble master HMH GmbH products with a grand total of 46 products. At the press conference, Mr. V. G. Sakthikumar, Managing Director, Schwing Stetter India said, “Schwing Stetter India is extremely delighted to be a part of EXCON 2019. We have been an exhibitor since 2000. We believe our participation in such a reputable platform will do much to bolster our standing as one of India’s leading concrete and construction equipment manufacturers to be reckoned with. This year, we have unveiled 22 innovative machines which are revolutionary and aimed at both maximising efficiency and boosting customer profitability. These machines will be primarily operated in key infrastructure and transportation projects effectively contributing to the growth of the construction equipment sector. The response to our display is overwhelming and that is a matter of great satisfaction for us as a company”.

Currently Schwing Stetter India has successfully created a very strong network of more than 400 trained service engineers with 26 sales, 32 spare parts and 10 service centre locations all over India to set a new trend and concept in customer support system. With such a large network focused on catering growing customer requirements, the company supports customers with different contractual agreements like AMC, OMC, COMC, PSA etc.

About Schwing Stetter India Private Limited:

Incorporated in June 1998, and commencing its manufacturing operations in 1999, Schwing Stetter India is a 100% subsidiary of Schwing GmbH, a 1.3 billion USD German concrete machinery manufacturing and a part of XCMG group. Schwing Stetter is a pioneer in manufacturing equipment for concrete preparation, placement, transportation and recycling.

Schwing Stetter (India) Private Limited manufactures concrete batching plants, concrete placing booms, concrete pumps, concrete truck mixers for transporting ready made concrete to construction sites, concrete truck mixers with concrete pumps, concrete recycling plants, plastering pumps, self-loading mixers and sludge pumps.

Schwing Stetter (India) sells and services equipment like concrete pavers, aerial working platform, all terrain crane, cold milling machinery, crawler crane, excavator, horizontal directional drilling, motor grader, rotary drilling rig, tower crane, truck crane and wheel loader are various newer range of equipment that have been launched recently from GOMACO and XCMG.
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